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Abstract

When parallel or comparable corpora are har-
vested from the web, there is typically a trade-
off between the size and quality of the data. In
order to improve quality, corpus collection ef-
forts often attempt to fix or remove misaligned
sentence pairs. But, at the same time, Statis-
tical Machine Translation (SMT) systems are
widely assumed to be relatively robust to sen-
tence alignment errors. However, there is little
empirical evidence to support and character-
ize this robustness. This contribution investi-
gates the impact of sentence alignment errors
on a typical phrase-based SMT system. We
confirm that SMT systems are highly tolerant
to noise, and that performance only degrades
seriously at very high noise levels. Our find-
ings suggest that when collecting larger, noisy
parallel data for training phrase-based SMT,
cleaning up by trying to detect and remove in-
correct alignments can actually degrade per-
formance. Although fixing errors, when ap-
plicable, is a preferable strategy to removal, its
benefits only become apparent for fairly high
misalignment rates. We provide several expla-
nations to support these findings.

1 Introduction

Parallel or comparable corpora are routinely har-
vested from the web or other large resources us-
ing automatic or semi-automatic methods (Tiede-
mann, 2009; Callison-Burch et al., 2009; Fung et
al., 2010). Although this enables rapid collection of
large corpora, it also requires fairly automated sys-
tems, which process large amounts of data with little

human supervision. In particular, corpora are seg-
mented into sentences which are then aligned us-
ing automatic sentence alignment techniques, e.g.
(Moore, 2002). Despite the good performance of
state-of-the art automatic sentence alignment, the
size of the corpora and the cascading of earlier doc-
ument or paragraph matching steps tend to result in
many misaligned sentence pairs. We estimate in sec-
tion 3.1 that three of the corpora used in the WMT
evaluation1 contain between 1.2% and 13.1% mis-
aligned sentence pairs.

It is often argued that SMT systems, due to their
statistical nature, are relatively robust to sentence
alignment errors. However, there is to our knowl-
edge little empirical support for this belief (Khadivi
and Ney, 2005). In this paper, we attempt to address
this by analysing the impact of sentence misalign-
ment rate on SMT output quality. We provide three
main contributions:

1. We describe a sampling approach for estimat-
ing alignment noise reliably with limited hu-
man effort, and provide resulting estimates on
common corpora;

2. We measure the robustness of a typical phrase-
based MT system to increasing levels of mis-
alignment errors by simulating these errors in a
high-quality corpus;

3. We suggest a strategy for training MT systems
from noisy data coming for example from par-
allel or comparable corpora, relying on the two
previous contributions.

1http://statmt.org/wmt12/translation-task.html



We emphasize that this work deals with sentence
alignment errors as opposed to word alignment er-
rors, although we later discuss the interaction be-
tween them.

Our investigations require a large, high quality,
sentence aligned corpus, into which we add increas-
ing amounts of random misalignments (sections 2-
3). Section 4 presents the experimental results ob-
tained by training a state-of-the-art phrase-based
SMT (PBMT) system on the degraded corpora and
measuring the impact on its performance. We show
that indeed, PBMT systems are surprisingly robust
to alignment noise, and that performance is actually
higher on the noisy corpus than on a clean version of
the corpus where alignment errors have been filtered
out. Section 5 discusses these findings.

2 Data

In order to investigate the impact of alignment er-
ror on SMT performance, we need a parallel cor-
pus that is large enough to be representative of the
large data conditions needed to train state-of-the-art
SMT systems, and clean enough to let us control the
level of sentence-alignment noise. Unfortunately,
as we demonstrate in the next section, most widely
available large corpora have moderate-to-high mis-
alignment rates, making it impossible to obtain a
“clean” reference for the SMT performance. The
Europarl corpus appears to have high sentence align-
ment quality, but it is fairly small by current stan-
dards, at least on well-studied language pairs. We
acquired a large corpus of French-English parallel
data from the Canadian Hansard, including proceed-
ings from the House of Commons and from commit-
tees.2 Using careful alignment, we obtained a total
of 8,194,055 parallel sentences. We reserved subsets
of 16,589 and 17,114 sentences in order to sample
development and test sets, respectively, leaving up to
8,160,352 sentences for training the PBMT system.
Section 3.1 shows that the estimated misalignment
rate for this corpus is 0.5%, and section 3.2 describes
how we gradually introduce increasing amounts of
alignment error into the corpus for the purpose of
our experiments.

2This corpus is available on request.

3 Method

We first introduce a sampling method for estimat-
ing the baseline level of alignment error in a paral-
lel corpus, and apply it to the Hansard corpus, as
well as several others for comparison. We then ar-
tificially introduce random alignment errors into the
Hansard, as described below. We also briefly de-
scribe the PBMT system used in the experiments.

3.1 Estimating Sentence Alignment Error

We model the estimation of alignment errors using a
simple binomial model. In this model, the bilingual
corpus containing well-aligned and misaligned sen-
tence pairs can be viewed as a large “urn” containing
black and white balls. By sampling sentence pairs
and evaluating whether they are correctly aligned or
not, we draw balls from the urn and look at their
colour. The outcome of this experiment is used to
estimate the rate of misalignment in the corpus, just
as we would estimate the proportion of white balls
from our draw.

Let S be the number of sentence pairs that we
sample, out of which “m” are misaligned, and S−m
correctly aligned. Given the (unknown) misalign-
ment rate µ, the distribution of the number m of mis-
aligned pairs is given by a binomial

P (m|µ, S) =
S!

m!(S −m)!
µm(1− µ)S−m.

A natural choice for the prior distribution on µ is
a symmetric Beta, p(µ) = Γ(2λ)

Γ(λ)2
µλ−1(1 − µ)λ−1.

With λ = 1 this is a uniform distribution, while
λ = 1/2 is the non-informative prior (Box and
Tiao, 1973), which we will use here. Bayes’ formula
yields the posterior distribution for µ:

p(µ|S, m) ∝ µm− 1
2 (1− µ)S−m− 1

2 ,

which is again a Beta distribution, with parameters
m + 1

2 and S −m + 1
2 .

From the posterior, we can derive a number of in-
teresting estimates such as the expected misalign-
ment rate, µ̂ = (m + 1

2)/(S + 1), which is a
smoothed version of the empirical estimate. More
importantly, we can use the posterior distribution
to derive confidence intervals and guarantees on the
maximum misalignment rate.



Corpus S m µ̂ (%) 95% CI
Europarl 300 3 1.2 [0; 2.3]
UN 300 8 2.8 [0; 4.5]
Giga 300 39 13.1 [0; 16.4]
Hansard 300 1 0.5 [0; 1.3]

Table 1: Estimated expected misalignment rate (µ̂) for
four MT corpora. S is the number of sentence pairs eval-
uated, and m the number of incorrectly aligned ones. The
confidence interval is the one-sided 95% interval.

In order to illustrate this, we consider three cor-
pora from among the official WMT dataset, in addi-
tion to the Hansard described above:

• Europarl: 1,328,360 sentence pairs;

• United Nations: 12,886,831 sentence pairs;

• Giga (109) corpus: 22,520,400 sentence pairs;

• Hansard: 8,160,352 sentence pairs.

We sample a small number of sentence pairs (usu-
ally 300) and manually evaluate the correctness of
the alignments. The results are given in Table 1.
Depending on the corpus, between 1 and 39 pairs
were found to be misaligned, resulting in expected
misalignment rates between 0.5% and 13%.

The differences between these corpora is illus-
trated on Figure 1 where we plot the posterior dis-
tribution resulting from our evaluation. We see that
the estimated misalignment rates as well as the un-
certainty on this estimate (the spread of the poste-
rior distribution) vary widely. Note that the expected
misalignment rate does not coincide with the loca-
tion of the highest probability (mode) of the distri-
bution, which is normal for a skewed distribution.

Giga is the largest corpus, but also has the high-
est misalignment rate, at an estimated 13%, which
corresponds to close to 3 million incorrect sentence
pairs in this corpus (more than twice the entire Eu-
roparl corpus). The UN corpus has a lower mis-
alignment rate, estimated below 3%. Europarl is
even cleaner, with µ̂ = 1.2%, but also much smaller.
Finally the Hansard has an estimated misalignment
rate of around 0.5%. The last column shows that,
for the Hansard corpus, we can say with 95% confi-
dence that the misalignment rate is below 1.3%. The
estimated 0.5% misalignment corresponds to around
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Figure 1: Estimated distribution of misalignment rates.

40k incorrectly aligned sentence pairs out of this
8.16M sentence corpus. This motivates our use of
that corpus as a basis for our experiments: it is rela-
tively large and very “clean”.

The overall message of this section is that using
a sampling-based approach, it is possible to obtain a
fairly reliable bounded estimate of the misalignment
quality of a corpus with relatively modest effort.

3.2 Introducing Alignment Errors

Starting from the large, high-quality Hansard cor-
pus, we gradually introduce random alignment er-
rors, by increments of 10%. We randomly sample a
number of sentence pairs corresponding to the tar-
get error level,3 and do a permutation of the tar-
get (English) side. For example, for 10% noise, we
sample around 775,000 sentence pairs, then the tar-
get side of the first pair in the sample is assigned
to the source side of the second pair, the target of
the second to the third source, etc. We also ensure
that each perturbation is strictly included in a larger
perturbation, ie the 20%-noise misalignments con-
tain the 10%-noise misalignments, etc. To average
results over the choice of alignment errors, we sam-
ple 6 random samples at each of 10%, 20%, . . . 90%
misalignment rate, hence a total of 54 noisy corpora,
plus the original, “clean” one.

As we introduce noise by sentence permuta-

3Minus 0.5% to account for the baseline misalignment rate.
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Figure 2: Similarity (BLEU and 1-gram precision) of
noisy corpora vs. clean reference.

tion within a well-defined domain, some words or
phrases may still align to source words. We quan-
tify this by computing the overlap between the noisy
and original versions of the target side at each noise
level, using BLEU and 1-gram precision. Figure 2
shows that the overlap between noisy and clean cor-
pora decreases linearly and roughly matches the per-
centage of clean sentences in the corpora. This sug-
gests that there are only few matching words be-
tween permuted and original target sentences, hence
little chance of extracting correct phrase pairs from
incorrect alignments. This is discussed further in
section 5.

As additional alignment errors are introduced arti-
ficially, we know exactly which pairs are misaligned,
apart from the 0.5% baseline errors. To support fur-
ther experiments, we produce “cleaned” versions of
the corpora at each noise level, where we remove the
artificially introduced errors, leaving only the un-
modified sentence pairs. These have the same base-
line misalignment rate of 0.5% but are smaller in
size (90.5%, 80.5% . . . 10.5% of the full corpus). Al-
though we can’t remove the final 0.5% of misaligned
sentence pairs, for convenience we call this “perfect
filtering” below.

3.3 Training the SMT model

For each sample at each perturbation level, we train
a standard PBMT model and estimate its perfor-
mance on the reference test corpus. We use a typical
PBMT system which has achieved competitive re-
sults in recent NIST and WMT evaluations (Larkin
et al., 2010). We use the following feature functions

in the log-linear model:

• 4-gram language model with Kneser-Ney
smoothing (1 feature);

• relative-frequency and lexical translation
model probabilities in both directions (4
features);

• lexicalized distortion (6 features); and

• word count (1 feature).

The parameters of the log-linear model are tuned
by optimizing BLEU on the development set using
MIRA (Chiang et al., 2008).4 Phrase extraction is
done by aligning the corpus at the word level us-
ing both HMM and IBM2 models, using the union
of phrases extracted from these separate alignments
for the phrase table, with a maximum phrase length
of 7 tokens. Phrase pairs were filtered so that the
top 30 translations for each source phrase were re-
tained. The translation performance was measured
using BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and METEOR
(Banerjee and Lavie, 2005).

4 Results

We show how SMT output degrades with increas-
ing alignment noise. We see that, surprisingly, even
relatively high levels of noise have little impact on
translation performance. We then compare the ro-
bustness of PBMT systems to that of Translation
Memories, a commom computer-aided translation
tool.

4.1 Impact on translation performance
Figure 3 shows how translation performance, as es-
timated by BLEU (circles), degrades when the num-
ber of misaligned sentence pairs increases. Not sur-
prisingly, increasing the noise level produces a gen-
eral decrease in performance. Although there are
variations depending on the samples, the smoothed
curve (solid line) is strictly decreasing as expected.
What may be more surprising is how little the per-
formance is affected as alignment error approaches
relatively high levels. After adding 30% alignment
errors, the average BLEU score drops from the 37.59
obtained on the “clean” corpus, down to 37.31, less

4MERT gives qualitatively similar results.
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Figure 3: Impact of sentence misalignment error on SMT performance estimated with BLEU (left) and METEOR
(right). Results are for training on full corpora (o) and when misalignment errors are filtered out (x). Curves are
smoothed using a local linear smoother (locpoly in R).

than 0.3 BLEU points below. Translation perfor-
mance degrades faster after that, but only takes a
large hit when the misalignment rate grows beyond
60-70%, ie far more incorrect alignments than cor-
rect ones, a situation that should be very easy to de-
tect (and hopefully rare) in practice. Note that the
average BLEU score at 70% noise is still 36.13, less
than 1.5 BLEU points below the “clean” BLEU.

In order to show that these results are not an arte-
fact of using BLEU for estimating the translation
quality, we also produce curves showing the impact
of misalignment noise on METEOR (Banerjee and
Lavie, 2005), another popular metric. The right plot
in Figure 3 shows these results. We see that although
the metrics are different, the general picture is quite
similar: low to moderate noise has little to no im-
pact on the performance estimated by METEOR,
apart from the initial variability due to the fact that
we have only one training set at 0.5% error. Per-
formance starts to really degrade from around 30%
noise, and gets much worse after 60-70% noise.

4.2 Comparison with perfect filtering

To put this into perspective, we perform another set
of experiments on training corpora where we filter
out the misaligned pairs that we introduced earlier.
This results in high quality but smaller corpora of

90%–10% of the original corpus size. The perfor-
mance of the PBMT systems trained on these “fil-
tered” corpora is plotted as crosses and dotted line
in Figure 3. The surprising outcome of this exper-
iment is that the performance on the filtered corpus
is no better than when misaligned sentences are kept
in the training data. In fact, this “perfect filtering”
produces a small but consistent decrease in perfor-
mance until very high noise levels are reached. One
explanation for this is that the increase in quality in
the translation model that we expect to result from
the filtering is insufficient to compensate for the de-
crease caused by the reduced amount of data avail-
able for training the language model.

In order to test that hypothesis, we trained a hy-
brid model at each noise level, using the entire cor-
pus for training the language model, and the filtered
(cleaner but smaller) corpus for training the trans-
lation and distortion models. The language model
uses only the target side of the corpus, and is invari-
ant through the permutations used to introduce the
noise in our experiments. The results plotted in Fig-
ure 4 completely validate our explanation: the use of
a language model trained on a larger corpus greatly
improves over the “filtered” performance: The hy-
brid (dashed) curve is always above the “filtered”
(dotted) curve. Note also that until around 30%
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Figure 4: BLEU score vs. misalignment error, for PBMT
systems trained on full corpora (o), filtered corpora (x)
and hybrid approach (triangles). For clarity, we intro-
duced a slight horizontal offset for markers.

noise, performance of the “noisy” (solid) and “hy-
brid” (dashed) models is very close, showing that
the translation model does not suffer much from be-
ing trained on a corpus containing up to 30% sen-
tence alignment errors. Above 40% noise, the hy-
brid model dominates the other two quite clearly.

The “perfect filtering”, removing material from
both TM and LM training, may seem like an odd
choice given the previous analysis. This is however
the typical way large corpora are built and made
available. For example, among the large corpora
used for the WMT workshop shared tasks, most of
them were harvested (semi-)automatically; none in-
cludes monolingual versions that incorporate filtered
out material.

4.3 Comparison with Translation Memory
We contrast the impact of noise on PBMT with its
impact on the output of a simple translation mem-
ory (TM). Translation memories are a Computer-
Aided Translation tool widely used by translators.
Although they are only used in practice to provide
translations to test segments that are highly simi-
lar to the content of a bilingual corpus, they may
be generalized to provide what is essentially a one-
nearest-neighbour translation prediction. Our TM

implementation searches the parallel training corpus
for the source sentence with maximum similarity5

to each test sentence, and outputs the correspond-
ing target sentence. TM quality is much worse than
SMT: the TM applied to the clean corpus yields a
BLEU score of 13.64. It is also much more sensi-
tive to sentence alignment errors: at 30% and 90%
noise levels, the average scores for the TM are re-
spectively 9.75 and 1.97 (relative decrease of 28%
and 86%). This confirms the remarkable robustness
of SMT, for which BLEU scores degrade much more
gracefully.

5 Discussion

Although it is well known that PBMT systems are
robust to noise, our results indicate that this robust-
ness holds to a remarkable extent, in fact to levels of
noise that are far higher than usually found in par-
allel corpora. Three questions are relevant: what is
the explanation for this phenomenon; can we expect
these results to generalize to other settings and to
non-synthetic noise; and what are the practical ram-
ifications for training PBMT systems?

5.1 Analysis of SMT Robustness

To explain our results, we consider the effect of
alignment noise on the phrase table. For a typi-
cal entry, P (t|s) is peaked on a few values of t.
Other incorrect target phrases appear erroneously in
the phrase table due to sentence and word align-
ment errors. As we introduce more alignment er-
rors, the number of target segments incorrectly as-
sociated with a source segment grows, and the es-
timated probability of the correct translations drops
correspondingly. However, due to the random nature
of the alignment errors, incorrect translations keep a
low probability: P (t|s) gets “broader” and “flatter”,
but as long as there are enough good alignments to
collect statistics, the most likely t are still correct
and translation is only moderately affected. Note
also that the phrase extraction heuristics may also
help reject incorrect translations as they will only
consider word alignments that satisfy a number of
regularity constraints.

We support our explanation by inspecting the part
of the phrase table that is used for producing trans-

5We use a smoothed BLEU score as the similarity metric.
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Figure 5: Average # target segment (left) and max. posterior probability (right) over source segments in phrase table.

lations on our test and dev sets, and computing two
quantities that characterize the posterior P (t|s): av-
erage number of target segments per source seg-
ment, and average maximum value of the posterior
probability. Figure 5 shows that, as the number of
misaligned sentences increases, the posterior indeed
gets “broader” (there are more translations t for each
s) and “flatter” (the probability of the most probable
translation gets lower).

From a somewhat different perspective, the pres-
ence of sentence alignment errors in the training cor-
pus may be seen as the addition of noise to what
is essentially the input of the MT model estima-
tion procedure. In machine learning, it has long
been known that the presence of noise in the input
data has an effect similar to regularization (Bishop,
1995). Tuned to the right level, it may therefore
potentially yield improvements in performance. Al-
though it is impractical to tune the appropriate level
of sentence misalignment in a bilingual corpus, this,
together with the smoothing effect illustrated above,
helps shed further light on the robustness of PBMT
to alignment errors.

5.2 Simulated Noise vs. Real Noise

A concern with all experiments that rely on simu-
lation is how relevant the simulated conditions are
to actually observed, real conditions. We first note
that the noise we consider in this paper affects trans-
lation quality only—it assumes well-formed source
and target sentences. Clearly, many real sources
of noise will not have this profile, but these are ar-
guably easier to detect and address, since detection
can be based on monolingual properties (which will

necessarily affect translation quality). However, we
make no claims here about SMT robustness to this
kind of noise.

The kind of noise we model can typically arise
through automatic alignment procedures for parallel
or comparable corpora. Our model makes two as-
sumptions that do not always characterize real data.
First, it assumes that errors are always “maximally
bad”, as demonstrated in figure 2: it is very unlikely
that any valid phrase pairs will be extracted from
mis-aligned sentence pairs. A substantial propor-
tion of errors in real parallel and comparable cor-
pora will not be this bad, and will permit extrac-
tion of some valid pairs from properly-aligned sen-
tence fragments. Clearly these errors will not dam-
age translation performance as much as our simu-
lated errors. Our results can thus be seen as esti-
mates of minimum noise robustness (when errors are
counted at the sentence level).

A second assumption we have made is that noise
will be uniformly distributed. This is a key assump-
tion, as our analysis in the previous section shows.
Clearly, real errors will sometimes exhibit system-
atic tendencies that violate this assumption. How-
ever, if these are frequent, they will be easy to detect
and correct; and if they are infrequent, they will be
inconsequential. The middle ground—”malicious”
errors capable of tricking an SMT system into pro-
ducing bad translations—seems implausible. Cer-
tainly we found no traces of any such effect in our
manual alignment evaluations.



5.3 Training with Noise

The results in this paper, and the foregoing discus-
sion, suggest a possible strategy for dealing with
alignment noise when training an SMT system. The
first step, as usual, is to manually inspect and ad-
dress any obvious sources of noise. Since real cor-
pora vary enormously, this step is difficult to auto-
mate. Next, estimate alignment error using the pro-
cedure in section 3.1. If this is greater than approxi-
mately 30%, discard low-confidence pairs until it is
below 30%. (We assume the existence of sentence-
pair confidence scores as a typical by-product of
the alignment process.) When discarding sentence
pairs, retain the target sentences for language model
training.

We emphasize that this procedure is of course
highly tentative. It will need to be adjusted for many
different factors, such as language pair, the impor-
tance of small performance differences to the ap-
plication, the reliability of confidence scores, etc.
However, for large noisy corpora, or for small noisy
corpora used as part of a larger training set, it offers
significant potential speed and convenience advan-
tages over the alternative of re-training from scratch
and measuring performance at different noise levels.

6 Conclusion

We analysed the impact of sentence alignment er-
rors on SMT quality. We first described a method
for quickly estimating alignment noise by sampling,
and provide estimates on common corpora. Then,
through simulation, we analyzed the robustness of
phrase-based MT to alignment errors.

Our results showed that phrase-based MT is
highly robust to alignment errors: performance is
hardly affected when the misalignment rate is below
30%, and introducing 50% alignment error brings
performance down less than 1 BLEU point. We
suggest that this may be thanks to the phrase ta-
ble extraction and estimation procedure. Our results
are limited to one corpus, language pair and SMT
system, but suggest that efforts spent on elaborate
procedures for filtering out sentence alignment er-
rors from automatically harvested corpora may bring
little payoff, or even degrade performance. More
specifically, the increase in quality achieved by fil-
tering out incorrect alignments may not offset the

decrease resulting from lower corpus size.
These findings can inform strategies for training

MT systems with noisy data. For instance, we sug-
gest handling corpora with low alignment quality by
filtering bilingual pairs so that alignment error is be-
low 30% while keeping all target side segments for
training the language model. This seems especially
promising for sentence pairs extracted from compa-
rable corpora, which we will investigate in future
work.
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